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O n June 7, 2012, 15 young artists participated in an art jam session, as part of a product launch for 

Nescafé's Genio, the latest in the Dolce Gusto™ line of products. This exhibition showcases the works of 

art created during the three-plus hour art jam. The theme for the launch was “coffee is not just black”, and 

with this simple concept, these fifteen young artists came up with some amazing and diverse works, all of which are 

showcased in this exhibition. 

In the spirit of playfulness and fun the artists experienced during the art jam session, we’ve called this exhibition mea 

cuppa , a play on words of the well-known Latin phrase mea culpa. 

In line with our mission to help nurture a more vibrant art and culture environment in Malaysia, a portion of the sales 

proceeds from mea cuppa will go to the Matahati Art Fund (MAF), whose aims is to provide funding and support to 

visual artists, in addition to helping the Malaysian art scene in general. 
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Artist profiles 
Amirfirdaus  Ahamad Tarmizi 

Amirfirdaus graduated from UiTM with a Bachelor in Fine Art and has been an active artist in the last few years, 

participating in several exhibitions and art competitions. His most recent group exhibition participation was the 

Young Art Exhibition 2012 at RA Fine Arts earlier this year, where his painting “Kontinjen Bayi” received quite a bit 

of attention from art enthusiasts and the media.   

Chia Khoo Hoong 

Chia is a resident DJ at Zouk who goes by the name Mr. Nasty, and is also known as Didjital of the Bass Agents. 

He is also Founder/Designer of Dope by Design. Street art and rock music were his early influences. He loves 

anything that consists of Art, Design, Music and all things which are interesting in terms of beauty, descended 

into this world. A Graphic Designer by Day and a Club DJ by night, it comes as no surprise that his passion has 

allowed him the drive to pursue his dreams. 

Fahmi Taib 

This young artist from Johor has participated in over 30 exhibitions between 2010 and the present. He holds a 

Diploma in Fine Art from Akademi Seni Budaya dan Warisan Kebangsaan (ASWARA). Expressive and vibrant, 

Fahmi’s works have earned him a number of awards over the past few years.  His Generasi series, currently on dis-

play at the ASWARA gallery, displays his childhood memories of traditional games, now almost lost in an era of 

electronic gaming, using the pop art medium to present his longing for simpler times. 

Faiz Yunus 

Originally from Seremban, Faiz holds a Bachelor in Fine Art degree from UiTM and has made quite a name for 

himself in the Malaysian art scene. Grand prize winner of two competitions in 2011 (4th Annual Nandos’ Peri-fy 

Your Art Competition, and the Starhill Art Award), Faiz’s works include 3-dimensional creations, as well as surreal-

ist 2-dimensional pieces.  



Hady Aris 

Born as Ahmadulhadi bin Mohd Ais in Kuala Lumpur, Hady Aris is currently pursuing a Diploma in Fine Art at the 

Akademi Seni Budaya dan Warisan Kebangsaan (ASWARA). A diverse artist exhibiting talents in many areas, in-

cluding graffiti, painting, photography and sculpture, he has participated in quite a few exhibitions, despite still 

being a student.     

Hafidz Shabri 

Hafidz obtained his Bachelor of Art and Design in Fine Art from UiTM, and is currently a full-time artist. He also is 

a freelance conceptual artist at Illusion Maya Animation Studio, and has participated in a number of exhibitions 

across the country in the last few years. 

Hazul Abu Bakar 

Hailing from Johor Bharu, Hazul is currently pursuing a Diploma in Fine Art at the Akademi Seni Budaya dan War-

isan Kebangsaan (ASWARA). He has had his works exhibited in Belgium and the United States of America, in addi-

tion to numerous domestic exhibitions. Surrealism and impressionism are two areas of focus for this young artist, 

as seen from his recent works. 

Kenji Chai  

Kenji is a graffiti artist and illustrator who sees art as his journal of self-expression. His talent has been commis-

sioned by an impressive list of Malaysian corporate entities, and is one of the artists who participated in the recent 

Klang River graffiti project. He was also the Third Place winner of the recent 2012 KL Kul Sign contest. 



Mat Ramli Mansor 

It was his friendship with artist Zainal Abidin Musa that first led to Mat Ramli’s own interest in art. In 2008, Mat 

Ramli explored this interest further by apprenticing under Zainal at Pohon Rimbun studio and art gallery. While 

learning the fundamentals and theories of art there, Mat Ramli also received the opportunity to acquaint himself 

with the individuals and organizations within the art community and manage the running of the studio. His train-

ing was further complemented by the opportunity to learn from Tengku Sabri Tengku Ibrahim through an appren-

ticeship with the artist and sculptor. His experience of growing up in the east coast, the gentle spirit of his nature, 

and his enthusiasm to learn have all contributed towards building a solid platform from which Mat Ramli explores 

the richness of art and the reaches of his potential. Watching him work, it is evident that he derives pure enjoy-

ment not only for the final outcome of his labour, but from the laboring process itself. His awareness and presence 

in the moment shows in the way he lovingly tends to his work, examines whatever hurdles in sight and formulates 

the subsequent solution. He continues to learn at Pohon Rimbun. 

Khairunissa Zainal Abidin 

Khairunissa received her art training since early 2010 when she began her formal apprenticeship with her artist 

father, Zainal Abidin Musa, at Pohon Rimbun studio and art gallery. Under Zainal’s watchful and critical eyes, 

Khairunissa learned the fundamentals of art while the theoretical aspect of art was pursued independently 

through readings and research of her own initiation. She supplements her thirst for knowledge with formal classes 

at Akademi Seni Kebangsaan Negara (ASWARA), where she attended an intensive figure drawing class in 2010. 

She currently applies the skills she has learned to producing wood-cut prints besides experimenting with other 

mediums. 

Muhammad Akhmal Asyraf 

A graduate of UiTM and hailing from Tampin, Negeri Sembilan, Am as he is called, has been a full-time artist since 

2011. His body of work combines pop art sensibilities with a touch of impressionism. Am has participated in nu-

merous exhibitions in his young career, and his work is currently on display at the House of Matahati, as part of the 

Young and New group exhibition. 

 



Nazmi Ismail 

Pop art is at the center of Nazmi’s foray into the world of arts, and he has had his works shown in exhibitions both 

locally and internationally. He has also been active in a few community projects, including the “Save Jalan Sultan” 

mural project. He holds a Diploma of Fine Art from ASWARA, as well as a Diploma in Animation from Universiti 

Kuala Lumpur, and has had his works included in a number of private and institutional collections. 

Nur Hanisah Zainal Abidin 

Nur Hanisah received her art training since 2010 when she began her formal learning with her father, artist Zainal 

Abidin Musa, and sister Khairunissa, at Pohon Rimbun Studio and Art Gallery. Under her father’s watchful and criti-

cal eyes, Hanisah learned the fundamentals of art. Her attachment to Pohon Rimbun also gave her the opportunity 

to learn from experienced artists and socialize with art collectors . Nur Hanisah is currently pursuing a Diploma in 

Fine Art at Akademi Seni Budaya dan Warisan Kebangsaan (ASWARA). Prior to pursuing a formal education in art, 

she also learned in techniques and producing wood-cut prints with her father. 

Shahrul Sahee 

Shahrul is another artist whose recent career has been centered in the world of filmmaking. His artworks combine 

traditional motifs in surreal settings, creating a unique genre of pop art. Originally from Terengganu, Shahrul’s art 

works have been exhibited in a number of exhibitions overseas, in addition to the many exhibitions he has partici-

pated in domestically. He recently completed his Diploma in Fine Art at the Akademi Seni Budaya dan Warisan 

Kebangsaan (ASWARA), where his installation art pieces, revolving around the wayang kulit motif, are currently on 

display. 

 

T.W. Chang (Skinner) 

Skinner is the man behind Cheap & Juicy and UETTRLY DISROEDR. Born T.W.Chang, this self-taught artist started 

displaying his unadulterated talent and passion in fine art at a very young age. His philosophy is simple: that art is 

not to be valued but to be appreciated. He graduated with a B.A (Hons) in Computer Science and is now the Head 

of Multimedia & Web Design in the digital arm of a 4As advertising agency. Thematically, Skinner’s works cover 

many different illustrative styles, but perhaps his most distinctive works are contained in the Dark Forest series, 

tremendously ornate and detailed ink and pen drawings, based on root motifs that leave many in awe after view-

ing them. 



about us 

Artemis Art 

What started out as personal collection of works from Yogyakarta artists, built across the span of several years, 

now forms the core exhibits of Artemis Art. Apart from Indonesian art pieces, we have on display contemporary 

artworks by up and coming artists from Malaysia, the Philippines, China, and Taiwan. Various styles that comprise 

the wide area of Contemporary Arts are represented. 

There are a few reasons why we started Artemis Art, but one of the key motivations is to help young and struggling 

artists – wherever they may be – inspired by our friend (and agent) in Yogyakarta, a gallery owner who has helped 

many young artists find their footing in life, allowing them to continue with their craft. It is through him that we 

assisted the artists in Yogya, and it is his noble work that we are trying to emulate. 

By sharing these art works with the public, we hope to inspire more young artists to express themselves freely 

through art and also allow us to continue to support these artists by making their art works accessible, thus 

allowing more exposure for their work and talent. 

In addition to being just a gallery to display works of art, we also make our space available for art and literary 

activities, such as book launches, art workshops and talks, as an overall platform to promote a heightened 

awareness and appreciation for art and culture. With this aim in mind, are also in the process of setting up an in-

gallery library, with books that focus on the works of Malaysian pioneer and old master artists, providing the public 

with a better appreciation of our own nation’s art heritage. 

 

Matahati Art Fund 

The Matahati Art Fund (MAF) was formed in 2007 with the objective to help visual artists and 

provide a foundation of support to spur the growth and progress of the local art scene. 

MAF also aims to help artists in initiating various art projects and activities that will be beneficial 

to other artists and in particular, to contribute towards the arts in general, as well as the general 

public. 

The fund also goes towards assisting in the welfare of local artists in need, including incidences 

or emergencies involving natural disasters. accidents, health issues and even death. 



 

Artemis Art would like to thank Mr. Philip Wong of ArtSeni Gallery for inviting us to participate in the art jam 

event, and his efforts in helping liaise with the artists who participated. Thanks also to Ms. Joey Gan of Ktalyst 

International Sdn Bhd for her help in promoting this exhibition. Last but not least, a big thank you to all the fifteen 

young artists participating in this exhibition.  
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